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1 Pushbelt Variator
•The variator of the transmission system comprises two pulleys

and the pushbelt with approximately 400 elements and two ring
packages of nine to twelve steel rings.

•The torque is transmitted from the input to the output pulleyvia
friction forces between the pushbelt and the sheaves and further
on via push and tension forces within the pushbelt.

2 Bodies
•The overall model of the variator is separated into the subsys-

tems elements, ring packages and pulleys. A modular structure
allows for substitutions of sub-models. The model of the push-
belt variator is characterised by a large degree of freedom (about
3500).

•The elements are modelled as rigid bodies with degree of free-
dom equal to six for translation and Cardan rotation.

•The two ring packages have to cope with free spatial motions
including geometrically nonlinear large translations anddeflec-
tions but linear material laws because of the representation of
transient states. Spatial large deflection finite element beams
based on co-rotational and inertial ideas are used for modelling.

•The pulleys allow for rigid tilting and axial translation ofthe
loose sheaves as well as axial rotation in general.

3 Contacts
•The model of the pushbelt variator is characterised by numerous

contacts (about 5500).

•The shape of the left and right body side of the elements are
represented by two circular arcs. The sheaves have frustum
contour. For the element-pulley contact, the normal direction
is unilateral and linearly flexible representing the axial stiffness
of the elements. Friction is described by a three-dimensional
Stribeck law.
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•Neglecting the rotational influence between the elements and
the ring packages, two contact points in the middle of the el-
ement saddles and at the element pillar define the contact be-
haviour of the elements. The respective counterpart is a flexi-
ble band parametrised according to the neutral fibre of the ring
packages. The contact law is bilateral with planar Stribeckfric-
tion.

•Between two adjacent elements, contact points are defined at
the top and the bottom, as well as a contact circle is given at the
rocking edge. These contours interact with the planar rear side.
The pin-hole contact is described with two circle-frustum con-
figurations. A frictionless, flexible and unilateral contact law is
chosen.

4 Validation: Pulley Normal Force
MO = 0.0 Nm MO = 37.5 Nm MO = 62.5 Nm MO = 100.0 Nm
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•Measured (top row) and simulated (bottom row) pulley normalforces as functions of the reference path are represented atincreasing
load torque levels up to 100 Nm for underdrive transmission ratio and primary angular velocity100π 1/s.

•Overall a good match between measurements and simulation has been achieved.
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